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Commissioner for Patents
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Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

APPELLANT'S BRIEF PURSUANT TO 37 C.F.R. § 41.37

This brief is being filed in support of Appellant's appeal from the rejections of claims

1-10 in the Final Office Action dated March 17, 2008 (FR). A Notice of Appeal was filed on

August 1 8, 2008. An extension of time for five months is filed concuirently. Thus, this brief

is timely.

(1) REAL PARTY IN INTEREST

The real party in interest is Crown Cork & Seal Technologies Corporation, the

assignee of the entire interest.

(2) RELATED APPEALS AND INTERFERENCES

None.
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(3) STATUS OF CLAIMS

The status of the claims is as follows:

Claims rejected: Claims 1-10

Claims allowed: none

Claims withdrawn: none

Claims objected to: none

Claims cancelled: none

Claims appealed: Claims 1 -1

0

(4) STATUS OF AMENDMENTS

No amendment to the claims has been submitted since the Final Office Action dated

March 17, 2008.

(5) SUMMARY OF THE CLAIMED SUBJECT MATTER

The following summaiy is for the purpose of complying with the provisions of 37

CFR 41,37(c)(l)(v). The entire disclosure should be reviewed to obtain a complete

understanding of the claim language. Citations to the specification is by page and line

numbers, e.g., ''Page 1, lines 1-10'' and citations to the figures is by figure number, e.g.,

"[Fig. 1, reference numeral 100]."

Claim 1

Claim Language Citation To Specification And Drawings For

Structure Corresponding To The Function

1 . An easy open can end having improved

flow characteristics, said end comprising:

Page 1, lines 1-6; and Fig. 1, reference

numeral 1 , for example

a circular center panel with a rupturable score

line therein, the score line defining the

periphery of a non-removable tear panel,

Page 6, lines 4-11; and Fig. 1 , reference

numerals 3 and 10, for example

a non-detachable tab including a nose portion

and a rear portion; and

Page 6, lines 11-18; and Fig. 1, reference

number 20, for example

a connection between the tab and the center

panel which acts as a pivot about which the

tab can be rotated out of the plane of the

center panel, such that in use, the rear portion

of the tab is lifted to cause the nose portion of

the tab to press down on the tear panel,

thereby rupturing the score line and

swinging the tear panel out of the plane of

the center panel to create an opening,

Page 6, lines 21-31; and Page 7, lines 1-2, for

example
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the opening including a major axis and a

minor axis, the minor axis located at a

diameter of the center panel and the major

axis located perpendicular to said diameter,

the diameter of the center panel is less than

1 .835 inches (46.6 mm) and the opening has

an area of less than 0.5 square inches (323

mm2) and an aspect ratio of between about

1.5 and 1.7,

Page 7, lines 7-22; and Fig. 1, for example

(6) GROUNDS OF REJECTION TO BE REVIEWED ON APPEAL

(1) Independent claim I and its dependent claims 2-10 have been rejected under 35

U.S.C. § 102(b) as being anticipated by U.S. Patent No. 5,7 11,448 ("Clarke").

(2) Independent claim 1 and its dependent claims 2-10 have also been rejected under

35 U.S.C. § 103 as being unpatentable over Clarke in view of W09637414

C'Camaudmetalbox"), and further in view of either EP432659 ("Schmalbach") or

the admitted prior art.

(3) Independent claim 1 and its dependent claims 2-10 have also been rejected under

35 U.S.C. § 103 as being unpatentable over either Schmalbach or the admitted

prior art in view of Clarke, and further in view of Carnaudmetalbox.

(7) ARGUMENT

(I) Rejection of claims 1-10 under 35 U.S.C, § 102(b) based on Clarke

a. Legal Standard

Anticipation is an exacting standard. Under 35 U.S.C. § 102, eveiy limitation of a

claim must identically appear in a single prior art reference for it to anticipate the claim. In re

Bond. 910 F.2d 831, 832 (Fed. Cir. 1990). in addition, "[e]ver>' element of the claimed

invention must be literally present, arranged as in the claim." Richardson v. Suzuki Motor

Co., Ltd. 868 F.2d 1226, 1236 (Fed. Cir. 1989)

b. Analysis

Independent claim 1 recites in part, an easy open can end having, inter alia, the

following three limitations, each recited in claim 1

:

(i) "the diameter of the center panel is less that 1 .835 inches (46.6 mm),

(ii) the opening has an area of less than 0.5 square inches (323 mm^) and

(iii) [the opening has] an aspect ratio of between about 1 .5 and 1 .7'\
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As admitted by the examiner elsewhere in FR and as explained below, Clarke discloses

neither the claimed center panel diameter nor the claimed aspect ratio.

Regarding the center panel diameter limitation, while Clarke states that its teaching

may be applied to can ends "within the range of 200 - 300 diameters'' (that is, a range of

diameters 2 0/16^^^ to 3 0/16^^^ inches)(Clarke, column 6, line 66 -column 7, line I), it is

silent on the diameter of its center panel. The examiner has not, and can not. point to any

disclosure of Clarke that expressly describes its center panel as having a diameter that is less

than 1 .835 inches, as required by claim 1 . The examiner even admits Clarke's failure to

disclose the claimed center panel diameter later in FR in the paragraph setting forth the

obviousness rejection based upon Clarke, slating, "Clarke meets all claimed limitations

exceptfor the diameter ofthe center panel being less than 1.835 inches . . .
/' (FR at page

2, paragraph 2) (emphasis added).

Regarding the aspect ratio limitation, the examiner expressly admits that Clarke does

not disclose applicant's claimed aspect ratio, stating that '"Clarkef] does not mention the

ratio aspect [sic] between 1.3 and As an initial matter, this misstates the claimed range

of '^an aspect ratio of between about 7.5 and 1 .7/' The examiner then states that "it is

recognized in the art that the LOE openings generally has an aspect ratio of 1 .49" (FR at

page 2, paragraph 1), apparently relying either on inherency or prior art without citation.
*

Either way, not only has the examiner made a conclusory argument without providing

support.

Further, it is improper under 35 U.S.C. § 102 for the examiner to rely merely upon

''prior art cited" as describing a claimed feature and then conclude based upon unnamed prior

art that the alleged feature is inherently present in Clarke. It is well settled that inherency

cannot be established by possibilities and probabilities. In re Robertson, 49 LJSPQ 1949,

1 95 1 (Fed Cir. 1 999). The examiner's admission that Clarke does not describe several of the

claimed features of claim 1 mandates reversal of the rejection.

Because ever)' limitation of independent claim 1 is not disclosed by Clarke, reversal of

the rejection is courteously solicited.

(IT) Rejection of claims 1-10 under 35 U.S.C, § 103(a) based on Clarke in view of

Carnaudmetalbox and further in view of Sclvmalbach or the admitted prior

art.

a. Legal Standard

In rejecting claims under 35 U.S.C. § 103, it is incumbent upon the examiner to

establish a factual basis to support the legal conclusion of obviousness. See In re Fine, 837
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F.2d 1071, 1073 (Fed. Cir. 1988). A claim is obvious only when the subject matter of the

claim as a whole would have been obvious to a person having ordinar)' skill in the art. 35

U.S.C. § 1 03(a). As set forth in KSR In/ 7 Co. v. Teleflex Inc. 1 27 S.Ct. 1 727, 1 74
1 , 82

USPQ2d 1385, 1396(2007):

[A] patent composed of several elements is not proved obvious merely by

demonstrating that each of its elements was, independently, known in the

prior art. Although common sense directs one to look with care at a patent

application that claims as innovation the combination of two known devices

according to their established functions, it can be important to identify a

reason that would have prompted a person of ordinar)' skill in the relevant

field to combine the elements in the way the claimed new invention does.

In determining the obviousness of a patent claim, the examiner is expected to make

the factual determinations set forth in Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 17, 148 USPQ

459, 467 (1966). For example, the examiner must take into account, when present, any

objective evidence of non-obviousness, such as criticaiity or unexpected results. While, any

difference between the claimed invention and the prior art may be expected to result in some

differences in properties, the issue is whether the properties differ to such an extent that the

difference is really unexpected. In re Merck & Co., 800 F.2d 1091 (Fed. Cir. 1986). These

showings by the examiner are an essential part of complying with the burden of presenting a

prima facie case of obviousness. In re Oetiker, 977 F.2d 1443, 1445 (Fed. Cir. 1992). If that

burden is met, the burden then shifts to the applicant to overcome the prima facie case with

argument and/or evidence. For example, evidence of unexpected advantageous properties,

such as superiority in a property the claimed invention shares with the prior art, can rebut

prima facie obviousness. In re Chupp, 816 F.2d 643, 646 (Fed. Cir. 1987)(stating that

'"[ejvidence that a compound is unexpectedly superior in one of a spectrum of common

properties . . . can be enough to rebut a primafacie case of obviousness.")- Obviousness is

then determined on the basis of the evidence as a whole. See id,; In re Hedges, 783 F.2d

1038, 1039, 228 USPQ 685, 686 (Fed. Cir. 1986); In re Piaseckl, 745 F.2d 1468, 1472, 223

USPQ 785, 788 (Fed. Cir. mA)\ ^dx\d In re Rinehart , S3\ F.2d 1048, 1052, 189 USPQ 143,

147 (CCPA 1976).

b. Analysis

Independent claim 1 recites in part, an easy open can end having, inter alia, the

following three limitations, each recited in claim 1

:

(i) '"the diameter of the center panel is less that 1 .835 inches (46.6 mm),

(ii) the opening has an area of less than 0.5 square inches (323 mm2) and
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(iii
) [the opening has] an aspect ratio of between about 1 .5 and 1 T\

i. The examiner has not established a prima facie case of obviousness

because Clarke in view of Carnaudmetalbox, Schmalbach, and the

admitted prior art does not teach or suggest each and every feature

of applicant's claimed can end.

First, this rejection under Section 103 is based on Clarke's purported

disclosure of a can end having an opening area of less than 0.5 square inches. But

Clarke, taken as a whole, should be construed to teach away from this limitation.

As an initial matter, even though the PR does not cite to this particular part of

Clarke, Clarke states that ''the area of the standard opening is in the range of 0.42 -

0.475 square inch. Although not strictly necessaiy, the invention as described above

is suitable for use in can ends having the aforementioned conventional sized standard

opening areas." (Clarke, column 7. lines 1-5). Read as a whole, however, it is clear

that Clarke teaches away from employing the standard size opening by, for example

expressly stating that it is an '''object [] tofacilitate the use oflarger size openings"

(Clarke, column 2, lines 33-35 & 9-14) (italics added) and that a "'larger opening' is

. . . in the range of approximately 0.5 to 0.75 square inch":

As used in this specification, a 'larger opening" is an opening area defined by

* the tear panel in the range of approximately 0,5-0.75 square inch, which has

been found desirable in can ends having a diameter in the range of about 202-

211,...

(Clarke, column 2, lines 9-14).

Even Clarke's stated problems (non-turnunder and insufficient angle of the

tear panel upon opening) would lead a person of ordinary skill in the art to

understand that the disclosure is directed to ends having an opening larger than 0.5

square inches, as Clarke explains that these "problems become exacerbated as larger

openings are formed within can ends for either aesthetic reasons or to ensure greater

pourability and drinkability." (Clarke, column 2, lines 6-9). Moreover, Clarke's

title is ''Non-Detachable Tab Can End With Large Oval Opening' (italics added) and

its abstract states, ''[t]he area of the tear panel is at least 0.50 in"." (italics added).

Further, neither Clarke nor the other cited references appear to appreciate the

^'improved flow characteristics," that are recited in applicant's preamble. Other than Clarke's

statement that openings larger than 0.5 in^ ''are formed within can ends for either aesthetic

reasons or to ensure greater pourability and drinkability" (Clarke, col. 2, lines 6-9), Clarke is

silent on pouring characteristics of openings. Clarke, in fact, is directed not to flow
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characteristics of the opening at all, but rather is directed to the mechanical aspects of

opening the tear panel of a larger diameter end. For example, the stated problems of non-

tumunder and insufficient opening are mechanical and each "object of the present invention"

relates to successfully rupturing and propagating the opening around the score. (See Clarke,

column 1 , line 49 - column 2, line 35).

Thus, considering Clarke's silence on the flow characteristics of its opening and its

express focus on mechanical opening properties of the tear panel for ends larger than 0,5 in^

opening area, a person considering designing smaller ends and optimizing flow

characteristics of smaller ends having an opening area less than 0. 5 in^ would not look to

Clarke. Notwithstanding general statements relating to its opening's suitability to other sizes,

and considering the reference as a whole, Clarke, in fact, teaches away from reducing the

opening size below 0.5 in^.

Second, the examiner incorrectly asserts that Schmalbach discloses the claimed aspect

ratio of 1 .5 to 1 ,7. Rather than disclosing an aspect ratio in the claimed range, Schmalbach,

which was published in German, in its English-language Abstract and claims is silent

regarding the aspect ratio. Based on Schmalbach's silence regarding the aspect ratio, the

examiner apparently, but inappropriately, relies on measurements or proportions from the

figures of Schmalbach to determine the aspect ratio. (FR, page 2). As discussed in

Hockerson-HalbertstadUnc. v. Avia Group Int% 222 F.3d 951 , 956 (Fed, Cir. 2000) in

considering a similar issue regarding.patent drawings:

HHFs argument is unavailing. The 792 patent is devoid of any indication that

the proportions of the groove and flns are drawn to scale. HHI's argument thus hinges

on an inference drawn from certain figures about the quantitative relationship between

the respective widths of the groove and fins. Under our precedent, however, it is well

established that patent drawings do not define the precise proportions of the elements

and may not be relied on to show particular sizes if the specification is completely

silent on the issue. See In re Wright, 569F.2dJI24, 1127, 193 U.S.P.Q. 332, 335

(CCPA 1977) ("Absent any v^M-itten description in the specification of quantitative

values, arguments based on measurement of a drawing are of little value."); In re

Olson, 41 aC.P.A, 871, 212 R2d 590, 592, 101 IISJ\Q. 401 402 (CCPA 1954); cf

Kdanual of Patent Examining Procedure § 2125 (1 998).

See also In re Wilson, 312 F.2d 449, 454 (CCPA 1963) ('^Patent drawings are not working

drawings. .
.''). As there is nothing in Schmalbach that indicates that its figures are drawn to

scale, Schmalbach must be considered to teach or suggest nothing relating to the proportions

of its figures, and therefore nothing relating to the aspect ratio of its opening. Accordingly, it
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is not appropriate to use Schmalbach for disclosure of applicant's claimed aspect ratio, nor as

either a primary reference or secondaiy reference on which to base a rejection.

Third, the F-^'R also states that applicant's specification refers to a conventional end

having an aspect ratio of 1 .47, but that end not only has an opening area of 0.596 in" - that is,

much larger than applicant's claimed area limitation - but also has a center panel greater than

1 .835 inches. As explained above with respect to the Clarke reference, the prior art teaches

away from reducing the opening size to below 0.5 in^. A single data point - showing only an

aspect ratio near but not within the claimed range but having both an opening area outside of

the claimed range and a panel diameter outside the claimed range - does not provide a

motivation to combine, especially considering Clarke's teaching away from reducing the

opening area.

Moreover, as explained in the Declaration of Brian Fields filed December 09, 2002,

prior to applicant's discovery and invention, the conventional thinking at the time the

invention was made led away from employing the claimed aspect ratio range and toward a

substantially circular geometric shape. As explained in Paragraph 5 of Mr. Fields

Declaration, a geometric shape approaching a circle was considered to provide the best

combination of open area and good flow parameters. Further, a slot shape was generally

considered to be not preferred because of the inherent difficulties in drinking from a slot

shaped opening- including the fact that the pursed lips of some drinkers may not be wide

enough to fully cover the slot, which could result in dribbling. Thus the conventional

thinking led away from an aspect ratio greater than the claimed ratio of about 1 .5.

Finally, the examiner states that "'[ejven to the degree it is argued that the flow rate is

not being taught by the applied references, . . . the patentability of a product does not depend

on its method design of such product. If the product [] is the same as or obvious from a

product of the prior art, the claim is unpatentable even though the prior product was made by

a different design process." (PR, page 3). It is unclear what this refers to, but if it is an

attempt to negate the claimed ''improved flow characteristics," the examiner's position is not

apt. The function of improved flow characteristics is a result of, and connotes, structure and

has nothing to do with the "design process'* of making the end.

Considering that Clarke provides no teaching relating to pour characteristics and

generally guides toward employing an opening larger than 0.5 in"^, that Schmalbach provides

no evidence relating to an aspect ratio, that the admitted prior art provides an aspect ratio that

falls outside of the claimed range and that the conventional thinking at the time of applicant's

invention taught away from employing the claimed aspect ratio, applicant submits that the ait
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taken as a whole teaches away from the claimed combination and that a prima facie case has

not been made by the examiner.

ii. The examiner has not established a prima facie case of obviousness

because Schmalbach or the admitted prior art in view of Clarke, and

Carnaudmetalbox does not teach or suggest each and every feature

of applicant's claimed can end.

As explained above, Schmalbach fails to disclose the only limitation at issue (that is,

the aspect ratio) for which it is cited. Further, the admitted prior art teaches only the aspect

ratio of 1 .47, and each of its opening area and center panel diameter are outside of the

claimed ranges. Again as explained above, Clarke is directed to employing an opening larger

than the claimed opening which has an area of less than 0.5 square inches, and therefore

teaches away from modif>'ing the admitted prior art's disclosed opening area of 0.596 square

inches. Mr. Fields aptly explained that the trend, consistent with the teaching of Clarke, was

toward larger openings. There plainly is nothing to teach or suggest, and ver>' much to

oppose, modifying the admitted prior art as suggested by the examiner.

iii. Not only has the examiner failed to establish a prima facie case of

obviousness, but the examiner has also failed to appreciate the

unexpectedly beneficial flow characteristics of applicant's end.

The examiner has tailed to appreciate the significant ditference in flow characteristics

between applicants claimed end and prior aft ends, which difference constitutes unexpected

results. Simply put, the claimed combination, unexpectedly, provides for a higher inrush and

lower magnitude of unsteady-state flow (glugs) per unit area upon pouring from a can. The

examiner never appreciated the unpredictable nature of unsteady flow.

As explained in the Declaration of Mr, Brian Fields filed September 19, 2005, a large-

magnitude peak of noimalized flow rate (or How rate per unit area), ''an important parameter

in evaluating end performance," generally corresponds to a beneficial inrush characteristic

(Fields Declaration, ^ 6). And the high initial peak values of the inventive, claimed ends C,

D, and E (compared to conventional ends A and B) demonstrate that applicant's solution

achieves the result of enhancing flow characteristics through a relatively small opening.

(Fields Declaration, ^ 7).

A summary of relevant attributes of the tested ends of graph I is provided below:
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FLOW CHARACTERISTIC for 202 APERTURE SIZES

Normalised to .450 Area

constant unit time increments

Label for Prior Art Ends Color
Area

(sq. in.)

Aspect

Ratio

A-202LOENonnalized pink (thick) 0.596 1.47

B - Std 202 .450 black 0.487 I.I

Label for Inventive Ends Color
Area

(sq. in.)

Aspect

Ratio

C-202 SELOE .450 1.6 red 0.450 1.61

D - 202 SE LOE .487 Normalized blue 0.487 1.51

E-202 SELOE .450 1.7 pink (thin) 0.450 1.7

Applicant's can end clearly has superior flow characteristics compared to the prior art

can ends, which as explained by Mr. Fields constitute unexpected results. The only art cited

against applicant's claimed can end that teaches a specific aspect ratio is the admitted prior

art, and as shown in the graph, the admitted prior has inferior flow characteristics as

compared to applicant's claimed end.

The examiner counters and states that ^*the examiner doesn't see any unexpected

results coming from the test results as shown in Fig. 3, note that the flow rate indicative of B

is nothing more than a normal deviation as compared from the two prior art curves." (FF^,

page 4). The examiner, however, possibly misconstrues a prior art plot as that of applicant's

inventive end even though plot B is clearly labeled prior art, or perhaps the examiner is

confusing applicant's evidence of unexpected results w^ith data from the as-filed application.
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Regardless of the misinteipretation or under-appreciation of the unpredictability of non-

steady state flow, each one of the three plots of applicant's inventive end is clearly above and

generally spaced apart from the plots of the prior art ends, and also reflect local peaks of

lower magnitude than those of the prior art ends in other words, reflecting superior

characteristics.

All can ends have a certain flow characteristic and because applicant has provided

evidence which shows superiority in a property the claimed can end shares with the prior art,

applicant submits that the examiner has committed legal and factual error in not appreciating

the improved flow characteristics of applicant's claimed can end. Accordingly, applicant

requests withdrawal of the rejection.

In summaiy, as explained in In re Oetiker, 977 F.2d 1443, 1445 (Fed. Cir. 1992)

(citations omitted);

[T]he examiner bears the initial burden, on review of the prior art or on any other

ground, of presenting a prima facie case of unpatentability. If that burden is met, the

burden of coming forward with evidence or argument shifts to the applicant.

After evidence or argument is submitted by the applicant in response, patentability is

determined on the totality of the record, by a preponderance of evidence with due

consideration to persuasiveness of argument.

Here, applicant has established that the examiner has not established a primafacie case of

obviousness. In any event, applicant has supplied rebuttal evidence and when the totality of

the record and the relative persuasiveness of the arguments is considered, the only reasonable

conclusion to reach is that claims 1-10 are not obvious under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a).

(8) CONCLUSION

Independent claim 1 is patentable for two reasons. First, no combination of Clarke,

Carnaudmetalbox, Schmalbach and the admitted prior art teaches or suggests all of the

elements of claim I . Second, secondary considerations of superiority in a shared property of

the claimed can end over prior art ends demonstrates that the modification suggested in the

pending Office Action is not obvious. Applicant submits that claim 1 and its dependent

claims are in condition for allowance. For the reasons set forth in the Appeal Brief, it is

urged that the Office's rejection is in error and should be reversed.
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Respectfully submitted,

/Harold H.Fullmer/

Date: March 13, 2009

Harold H. Fullmer

Registration No. 42,560

Woodcock Washburn LLP
Cira Centre, 12'^' Floor

2929 Arch Street

Philadelphia PA 19104

Telephone: (215) 568-3100

Facsimile: (215) 568-3439
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CLAIMS APPENDIX

1 . (Previously presented) An easy open can end having improved flow characteristics,

said end comprising;

a circular center panel with a rupturable score line therein, the score line

defining the periphery of a non-removable tear panel,

a non-detachable tab including a nose portion and a rear portion; and

a connection between the tab and the center panel which acts as a pivot about which the tab

can be rotated out of the plane of the center panel, such that in use, the rear portion of the tab

is lifted to cause the nose portion of the tab to press down on the tear panel, thereby rupturing

the score line and swinging the tear panel out of the plane of the center panel to create an

opening, the opening including a major axis and a minor axis, the minor axis located at a

diameter of the center panel and the major axis located perpendicular to said diameter, the

diameter of the center panel is less that 1 .835 inches (46,6 mm) and the opening has an area

of less than 0.5 square inches (323 mm2) and an aspect ratio of between about 1 .5 and 1 .7.

2. (Original) An easy open can end according to claim 1 . wherein the opening is

elliptical.

3. (Previously presented) An easy open can end according to claim K wherein the aspect

ratio of the opening is about 1 .5.

4. (Previously presented) An easy open can end according to claim 1 , wherein the centre

panel lies below the level of the outer circumference of the end and the side wall, between the

centre panel and said outer circumference, is inclined at an angle of between 20° and 60° to

the plane of the end panel.

5. (Previously presented) An easy open can end according to claim 1 , wherein the tear

panel further comprises a bead which substantially follows the periphery of the score and the

nose portion of the tab.

6. (Original) An easy open end according to claim 5, wherein the bead on the tear panel

is closed.
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7. (Previously presented) An easy open end according to claim 1, wherein said

end exhibits a higher first peak of flow rate per unit opening area compared with the first

peak of How rate per unit opening area of an end having an aspect ratio of 1 .47 and an

opening area of 0.596 square inches and compared with the first peak of flow rate per unit

opening area of an end having an aspect ratio of 1.1 and an opening area of 0.450 square

inches.

8. (Previously presented) An easy open end according to claim 1 , wherein said

end exhibits a higher first peak of flow rate per unit opening area compared with tlie first

peak of flow rate per unit opening area than an end having an aspect ratio between 1 .3 and

1 .7 and an opening area of greater than 0.5 square inches.

9. (Previously presented) An easy open end according to claim 8, wherein said

end exhibits a higher first peak of flow rate per unit opening area compared with the first

peak of flow rate per unit opening area than an end having an aspect ratio between about 1.5

and 1 .7 and an opening area of greater than 0.5 square inches.

1 0. (Previously presented) An easy open end according to claim 9, wherein said

end exhibits a higher flrst peak of flow rate per unit opening area compared with the first

peak of flow rate per unit opening area than an end having only one of an aspect ratio about

1 .5 and an opening area of greater than 0.5 square inches.
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pC-31g4;WO110fUS PATEOT

NTHE UNITED STATES PATENT AND HUDEMAKK OFFICE

'n re appUcatioii o£

FlddBtBHaa
i

koial No.: Groyp An Unit 3727

Piled: May 31, 2001 Bat«miner MBl»TrtlkL

Pan SMALL DIAMETERCANEND WTHIARCffl OP

AsoistBSt ConimisROiifir foPeteots

WftsWngCDa,D,C. 20231

DBCLARATION OF MR- BRIAN FIELDS

1, Mr. Brian Piddi, xnako Ibo following dodaradcoi:

1. I, Brim Rdds, am the itiveator of^ aulyectmaiter disclosed snd drnmcd inTJohed

Stales Patem Applicadoa No. 09/857.145 CPateaot AppIicatinD'O- I undostand Tb2t

the pending claims of^ Potent ApplicadoxL hsve bcoa r^ected by iho patent aCSot

based oa 4 oombinasloii oflo&reiic^

2. 1 am employedby Crown Technologies Coipcnuton, urfiecemypte»eoi capacity is

EndDevelopinfiatManagBx, IluiveebacMasadegtMinMechamcdEDpneeni^

ftonn Loug^bboiDogli IHvctnty,UX. axul have bean Involved in engjneeziQg and

developmcDt in theMd ofmsial coatanm

3. I perfbmied tibe lesdngToHeaed in the grspb inoliided in the as-filed appBcadoa (fist

ends A€) and &e ffxph included in fee ptier reaponae «.ihnriTted to fee paggflt oflBcg

on December 9. 2002 (for end D).

1
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4. I pc^ared the enclosed grqphby&mmg a caa end having an'opanitig aroa of0450

squfiie inches and an aspccc redo of 1.7 axuInieasmBg the flow rate according to die

same test pmcedmeslJiax I used to {uiodnceAfi plots for ca^ I then ttddod die

dataiarend£todienannali2fidgFaphofcxul3A- D.

S. Thd sti^eof^pbtsofnaxnmlized flow rate on Qie>^«xb versos

axis, ignoring dimenaions^ genenlly repxQSenis flow isxe per unit areavctsds unit thne.

i Plow dharacterifitics upon midallyrotating a cootaizkcr (as descxibcd on page 2, line 22,

et seq., of&e as-£led application) ere caaportantparamatera in evaluating end

perfonnance. IbelieviethefimpeakofegrBphofflowiatevcmisum^

nnpoTtant parameter lhat reflects inniahdiar^^ Ito aormatiyrd first peak, as

described above, repxeseois the inrush chaxaccedistio per unit area, 82id ia an in^poxtam

parsmeier in evaluating end perihnnanee.

7. The nomialized grqih^ws the magnitudes of^ first peaks in flow rate per unit

area ofdie ixxvontrve opeaing3 C» D, andE are mgmRcimTly greaterthan ifaoae of

canveationaleads A&B. The greater mngnitndrs of the flm peak of flow rate per

unit area ofthe inventive ends rqpxeseot unexpected resotts,

^. AD statements ofmy own knowledge are true andcorcect, or are baaed on mfennBtian

thatlbeHevetobetrueandcotrcot. lackocnvledgethatwiltfid jUseatateoa^

the like are punishable by fine ax impxisonment. or bofli* and mayjeopardizo&b

validic/ofthe qjplicaii^or anypatoofiasiiingdicnsm.

Brian Fidds
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THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Miin saw
application of:

Fields, Brian

Serial No.: 09/857,145 Group Art Unit: 3727

riled: May 31, 2001 Ivxamincr: Mai,TriM.

For SMALt DIAMETER CAN END WITH LARGE OPENING

Assi<aant Commissioner for Kaicnts R C ii /r-
Washington, D.C, 20231 *-^t /VtD

DECLARATION OF MR. BRIAN FIELDS ^^^^OtOGvc^f^j^^^^^

U Mr. Brian Fields, make the following declaration:

1 . I, Brian Fields, tun the inventor of the subject matter disclosed and claimed in United

Stales Patent Application No, 09/857J 45 CPatenl Application"). I understand that

the pending claims of the Patent Application have been rejected by the patent office

baiKsd on a combination of rcfcrcnccst.

2. I am employed by Crown Technologies Cofporution, where my present capacity is

Mnd Development Manager. I have a bachelors degree in Mechanical Engineering

from I A)ughborough University, U.K., and have bocn involved in engineering and

development in the field of metal container for 23 years.

3. I pcrformeil the testing reflected in the graph included in the as-filed application and

the gra^h included in the priisr respoasc submitted to the patent office on I>cccmbcr 9,

2002 as Exhibit I.

I
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4. i prepared the enclosed plots by dividing the flow raic data of Exhibit 1 (of the

December 9, 2002 responiits) by the ratio of the opening area of the base end (that iss

0,450 ,sq. in.) to the opening area of the particular end to produce data that is
^

normali/cd by area* For example, each of the y-axis magnitudes (using the scale on

the IcA side of the graph) for the end of Plot O having an opening area of 0.487 sq. in,

is multiplied 0.924 (that is, 0,450/0.487). The scale on the right side of the graph

shows the data of Exhibit 1 divided by the opening area of Ihc particular end to

produce y-axis magnitudes of flow raie per unit area. For example, each of the y-axis

magnitudas (using ihc scale on ihc right side of the graph) for the end of plot I) having

an opening area of 0.487 iSiq. in. is divided by 0.487 sq. in.

5. 'fhc shape of the plots ofmmnali/^ flow rale on the y-axis versus unit time on the x-

axis, ignoring dimensions, generally represents flow rale per unit area versus unit time.

6. Flow characteristics upon initially rotating a container (as described on page 2. line 22,

ct scq., of the as-filcd application) are impt>Tlant parameters in evaluating end

performance. I hch'cvc the first peak of a graph of flow rate versus unit time is an

important parameter that reflects inrush characteristics, llic normalized first peak, as

described above, represents the inrush characteristic per unit area, and is an important

parameter in evaluating end performance.

7. "llie normalized graph shows the magnitudes of the tirsi peaks in flow rate per unit

area of the inventive openings C and D are significantly greater than those of

conventional ends A & B. The greater magnitudes of the first peak of flow rate per

unit area ofthe inventive ends represent unexpected results.

8. All statements ofmy own knowledge are true and correct, or arc ba.sed on inlbrmation

that I believe to be true and correct. J acknowledge that willful false statements and

the like arc puni5:hahle by fine or imprisonment, or both, and may jcopardi7:e the

validity of the application or any patent issuing thereon.

2
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Executed on _/?.f<_MAY ^Q^Y

Brian Fields
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liN THE UNITED STATEsl^^fi!?^^D TRADEMARK OFFICE dr-^^^

jx/i r7^2^
In re application of:

Fields, Brian

Serial No.: 09/857,145 Group Art Unit: 3727

Filed. May 31, 2001 Examiner: Mai,TriM.

For: SMALL DLVMETER CAN END WTIH LARGE OPENING

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington. D.C. 20231

DECLARATION OF MR. BRIAN FIELDS
^.

I. Mr. Brian Fields, make the following declaration:

I . I, Brian Fields, am the inventor of the subject matter disclosed and claimed in United

States Patent Application No. 09/857,145 C*Patcnt Application"). I understand that

the pending claims of the Patent Application have been rejected by the patent office

based on a combination of references.

2; 1 am employed by Crown Technologies Corporation, where my present capm:ity is

End Development,Manager. I have a bachelors degree in Mechanical Engineering

from Loughborough University, U.K., and have been involved in engineering and

development in the field of metal containers for 23 years.

3. The Patent Application teaches and claims an easy opening can end including, among

other things, a circular center panel having a diameter less than 1 .835 inches and an

opening that has both an open area of less than 0.5 in^ and an aspect ratio ofbetween

1.3 and 1.7.
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4. In an effort to improve the pouring properties of ends having a small center panel (that

is, less than 1,835 inches), I discovered that an opening could provide improved pour

characteristics when provided with an aspect ratio in a particular range, even though

the opening was smail in total aica. That aspect ratio range is reflected in the pending
'

claims of my Patent Application.

5. Prior to the time ofmy invention and discovery described in my Patent Application,

typical, conventional thinking among engineers and designers working in the field of

metal can end development was that an aspect ratio close to 1.0 (that a geometric

shape approaching a circle) provided the best combination ofopen area and generally

good flow parameters. Further, an aspect ratio greater than 1 . 1 . which forms a slot-

shape, was generally considered to be not preferred because of the inherent difOculties

in drinking from a slot-shape opening - including the fact that the pursed lips ofsome

drinkers may not be wide enough to fully cover the slot, which could result in ^

dribbling. Thus, the conventional thinking led away from an aspect ratio greater than

l.Oor i.l.

6. I performed the testing that is represented in Exhibits 1 and 2 of the response to the

Office Action submittal herewith. The testing demonstrates the unexpected flow ^
characteristics of the opening described in my Patent Application by comparing tjlfi.^

flow characteristics of convendonal en^'Cto those ofmy'eM^
« embodiment end

having an aspect ratio falling within the range recited in my pending claim I but

having an opening area equal to that of end C.

7. The opening described in my Patent Application provides fewer flow rate fluctuations

than conventional aspect ratios for openings smaller than 0.5 in^ In other words, the

**glugging" phenomenon, which consumers consider un^pcaling, is reduced from the

conventional end identified in Figure 3 of my Patent Application as end C.

2
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8. The opening described in my Patent Application not only provides a Higher peak flow

rale than conventional end C, but also reaches the peak flow rate significantly faster

than docs end The flow characteristic upon initially rotating the containers (as

described on page 2, line 22. et. seq.), generally referred to as "inrush " is another

Important parameter. The flow rate ofmy end D stops monotonically increasing only

at time increment 6 while conventional end C stops monotonically increasing at tinae

increment 3. My end D delays detrimental glugging approximately for a period

approximately twice as long as that for conventional end C. Further, my end D

begins gluggmg at approximately the same time increment as conventional end A even

though the opening of conventional end A is 32% larger than the opting ofmy end D

(that is, 0.596 in^ compared with 0.450 in^).

9. The first local peak flow rate for my end D (measured at time increment 5) is 9.79 7

g^unit time, which is nearly double the first local peak flow rate of conventional end C, f

4.92 g/unit lime (measured at only time increment 2). The flow rate at the Sxcsi local

peak of ray end D is even approximately 50 % larger than the second peak of

conventional end C; 9.79 g/unit time compared with 6.53 g/unit time (both measured

at time increment 5).

1 0. The total time required for emptying a container employing the opening described in

my Patent Apphcation is significantly shorter than for conventional end C. My end D

emptied in 40 time increments, compared with 50 time increments for conventional

end C having the same opening area.

1 L The pouring characteristics of the opening described in my Patent Application even

approach those of the larger, conventional end designated in Figure 3 of the Patent

Application as end A, even though the opening of end A is approximately 22% larger

than the opening ofmy end B (that is. 0.596 in^ compared with 0.487 in^) and 32%

larger than the opening ofmy end D (that is, 0.596 in^ compared with 0.450 tn^).

3
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12.

13.

The similarity of the plots of ends B and D in Exhibit I (that is, two embodiments of

ends falling within my claimed aspect ratio range) demonstrate the advantages of the

claimed range, as end B has an aspect ratio of L51 and end D has an aspect ratio of

1.61.

All statements ofmy own knowledge true and conect, or are based on information that

I believe to be true and coirect. I acknowledge daat willful false statements and the

like are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, and may jeopardize the validity

of the application or any patent issuing thereon.

Executed on

Brian Fields
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RELATED PROCEEDINGS APPENDIX

None.


